
Pizza Restaurant and Takeaway for Sale Christchurch

For Sale
Location: Christchurch

Asking:
$139,000
+ GST if any

Type:
Hospitality-Restaurants / Retail-Food
Takeaways

Contact:
Deb Chakraborty
02102760319
Anytime

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/120523

Tourism Properties.com
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref: 71072

Flaming Pizza Restaurant for Sale A Sizzling
Opportunity!
Are you ready to turn your culinary dreams into reality? Flaming Pizza, a thriving restaurant located in
a prime spot, is up for grabs! Seize this golden opportunity to step into a turnkey business and start
earning from day one.

Key Features:

Perfect Location: Nestled in a highly sought-after area, Flaming Pizza on Papanui Road is strategically
positioned between the KFC on the right and the prestigious Elms hotel just across the street. Benefit
from the constant foot traffic and a bustling neighborhood.

Loyal Customer Base: Enjoy the fruits of a well-established customer base. Flaming Pizza boasts a
loyal clientele that keeps coming back for the mouthwatering flavors and exceptional service. A solid
foundation for your success.

Fully Equipped Kitchen: The kitchen is a chefs paradise, equipped with top-notch appliances and
everything you need to create culinary masterpieces. No additional investment required just bring your
passion for food!

Ready to Operate: Walk in and start serving! Flaming Pizza is meticulously maintained, and the
transition to new ownership is seamless. No downtime your business can continue to thrive from the
first day.

Proven Track Record: With a successful history, Flaming Pizza has become a local favorite. Take
advantage of its reputation and capitalize on the existing goodwill in the community.

Investment Highlights:

 Prime Location
Established Customer Base
Fully Equipped Kitchen
Turnkey Operation
Proven Success

Whether you envision a trendy bistro, a cozy café, or a stylish eatery, this fully equipped restaurant is
ready to make your vision a reality. The kitchen is equipped to handle diverse menus, and the provision
for a bar adds an extra layer of potential.

Flaming Pizza Where Success is Always on the Menu!

https://www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/businesses-for-sale/location/Christchurch
https://www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/businesses-for-sale/Restaurants/New-Zealand
https://www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/businesses-for-sale/Retail-Food-Takeaways/New-Zealand
https://www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/businesses-for-sale/Retail-Food-Takeaways/New-Zealand
https://www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/120523/pizza-restaurant-and-takeaway-for-sale-christchurch


Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/120523

Contact Information: For more information and to arrange your private viewing, please
contact our specialist Accommodation and Hospitality Broker, Deb Chakraborty
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